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Peter Martir
INSTITUTE OF CURRENT WORLD AFFAIRS
4 West Wheeock Street
Hanover , NH. 03755

Dear Peter,
After reading an editoria writte by Daniel E.

Koshand, Jr. in SCIENCE (235: 141), I was cor,’,pe ed to devote
another report tc, ,:heating i bi,:,ogy. His article opens with
"Fraud in scietific research is unacceptable ad inevitable,"
ad ends with "we must recognize that 99.9999 percent of reports
[scientific papers] are accurate and truthful." This means that
only one in a mi ion research papers are untruthful.

A conservative estimate of research papers suspected to be
fraudulent and written i the sciences within the ast decade
woud number in the high hundreds. I 1986 a,:,ne, for example,
a single researcher published sixty-eight papers in medica
science that are thc,ught tc, be fraudulent If Koshand’s
estir,ate was correct, we could ,:acuate that hndreds nf
rail lic,ns of research papers have bee written in the last decade,
which is nc,t true. ?It is probable that oy a sma portic, of
the fraudulent work in sciece has been revealed to the public,
thus "99.9999% truthful" stands as the greatest "statistical"
underestir’ate of scientific fraud in history.

Newsweek (Feb. 2, 1987) has a r,’u,:h ,:learer a.d unbiased
perspective ,:,n ,:heating in science. Their article, entitled
"Ter,’,pests i a Test Tube, states that fraud is more corr,r,’,on

in bio,:,gy tha i physics, where exact aws of nature serve
as a :temp:ate against which results are measured." Aexander
Kohn uphc,ds this opini,:, in his exce ent book False FEE,2hets:
Fraud 93 error 2’3 cience 93(J medicie, Basil Ba,:kwe, New
York. One canot read Kc,h’s book without feeing that our
science establishment is in the grip of a maigant mc,raity that
hods high scientific status above meaningfu research

Prc,baby the greatest source of fraud in science results
from t,:,era,:e c,f poor experirr,enta desig. It is a teet of
s,:ietific research to eiminate a possible sources c,f bias.
Incredibly, if one were to examine any umber of scientific
papers, the r,ajority c,f cc,ncusions ,:c,ntaied i these paper’s
woud have to be invalidated due to design errors.

The r,ost frequen’ and serious errors are experir,en’ta
designs that a ow the investigator tc, make non-radc,m judgme-ts
that ,:a. change the results of ar experiment. Eiminating this

Donald Perry is :a Institute Fel low whc, is developing a .ew system
of access for conducting research i the tc,ps c,f jungle trees.
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source of error is possible by usig procedures for "bind
experir’ets. But this is cotsidered too expensive for rr,ost
studies because it tecessitates hiritlg technicians who are
cor’petet to col ect observations or tc, rul experir’lents while
rel’’aiting oblivic,us to experir’ettal or observational goals. It
is kc,wt that techlicians will try to please investigators, so
studies that do ,:,t guard agaitst this type of bias cannot be
cosidered valid. Unfortunately this reats that a large fracti,t

of studies conducted it the world today r’ust be held in suspici,t
of the sir’plest aid ’ost incol’spicunus for’ of fraud.

A passage frcm’i Alexander Kc,ht’s book shows that scientists
are aware of the serious flaws it r’c,st published research,- Dr.
Richard Roberts c,f the National Bureau of Standards...estirated
that at least hal f of al published scientific papers were
unusable or ureliable Leroy Wolins of Iowa St ate
Utiversity...authorized ,:,ne of his students to write-to 37
authors of psychol ogical papers and ask ther’ for the raw dat-a
o which-they based their research results. -Of the 32 who
replied, 21 stated that their data hd been either accidental ly
destroyed, lost, or r,’isplaced. Only tine researchers sent t.heir
raw.data. [Raw data is.sacred atd professional scientists
erasure that this i..f-orr’atiot is safel y. stored for posterity. ]

Dr. Wolins, an expert in statistics, atalyzed these data and
found that only _Seven set of results could be statistical ly
atalyzed. Of these sevet, three contaited errors that
itvalidated-what had been published as fact." The nur’ber
papers with validated results was otly .four out of thirty seven
This is a disr’al record

Anyone reading Kohn’s book will see that nc, area .of .research
escapes the .specter of fraud;-no scierce is ;ir’rrune fror’ .the
pervasive hur’at desire to advatlce in the social syster’.. It has
been reported to: r’e that son’e pr,:,r’itett tropical biol ogists wi
tot show the raw data ,-,f published papers to col leagues. This is
derroralizi?:ng for the profession; ,:,ftet the papers in ques.ti,t
have carried those individuals to "high places."

The frustrating aspect of a jutgle full of biological wealth
is that tropic:l tature.does tot easily give up her secrets. I
have seen researchers fol low .a rigorous line of study for r’any
years atld tever utcover one rer’arkable biological discovery. In
fact, this i s the r,’c,re cor’r’ot e.xperietce.

How r’ight at ittel i.gett botiatis.t or zoologist react when
after a year of :l,.abc,r at idea-that looked, very pro’ising led to
pedestrian results? What if the .project las;ted; four c,r-five.

years and would deterr’ine whether a.Ph, D. was received’.--": With
rare discoveries being a goal of research, the .-pressure for
fraud ca be. extrerre, especial y when .role-r,odels -,. the
"fathers of disciplites" are oftet itvolved in unscrupulous
behavior. Fraud exists, because it is an accepte.d an_d regularly
practiced route tc, attaining dor’inance within the -hi erar.chy.

A partial list of scientific leaders .that have beet
,:otder’ned for fraudulett data, ir’agited events, atld other
itfractions isen.lightening. Robert Mil likan, who won a Nobel
Prize it physics, received that prize largely for ideas conceived
and conducted by his student, Harvey F:letcher. Harvey died a
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disil lusioned man. Newt,z,n is thought to have doctnred data, as
was Mendel. ClaudiusPtolemy faked astronomical observations.
Wil iam Herschel reported the apprc,ach of a comet that in fact
was Uranus. Uranus does not act in the reported manner. George
Hale, an astronomer at the turn of the century, in an apparent
stroke of brightness, fabricated an influential paper c,n the
sun’s magnetic field that proved impossible with his own data.
Margeret Mead’s standards of accuracy were also claimed to have
been low.

Science routinely elevates biased ideas into "law" and
once this is done it is difficult to have the ideas dismissed.
Matters become more difficult when the author is influential.
Influence opens the door to adiversity of minor and major ways
for an author to exert pressure to keep his (her) ideas circulating.
The history of science shows that influential cientists protect
their own theories by standing in the way of excel lent ideas for
decades, if necessary, BY far the most interesting aspect of
science society is thatdoninant scientists wield a disproportioate
share of influence, far more than their opinions warrant.

According to Kohn, the frequecy of fraud is high. He has
found that a large fraction of scientists know of several
c,r more instances of dishonest and/or fraudulent behavior.
Scientific fraud ranges from out-and-out fabrication of data to
the widespread habitof thrc,wing away "bad" data from a data set.
The latter, known as "cooking" or "massaging" a data set, is one
of the fastest ways to, becone (and to rerain) a prominent
scientist. Cooking, corbied with subtle and persistent
politicking and socializing, is the most direct approach for
individuals to quickly climb the hierarchical ladder.

I have often heard scientists, some of them promient, rake
a curious statement pertaining to fraud. It goes something like
this: scientific fraud is of little significance. They reason
that if a area was irrportant (this raises the sticky question of
which fields are important), then fraud would soon be discovered
by the many cientists who are certain to repeat experiments,
This claim is nothing but a smoke-scree. Ironical ly, erroreous
"research" can easily survive through dozens of repeat
experiments simply because scientists "want" their experiments
to confirm the results of the erroreous study.

Repeat experimentation has almc,st no neaning in tropicl
biology because studies are almost never repeated. When studies
are repeated, they often do ot agree. In this atmosphere one
need not be shy about publishing fraudulent papers The process
of uncovering fraud is so protracted that it may take from one
and a hal f years to several decades to accomplish, eve a life
time --or never, which is common. The bonus is that the
fraudulent theor-y could still be accepted by the scientific
cormunity and the scientist would retai his position. Much
questionable work wil Inot be openly brought under suspicion
because the author is stil living and scientists are afraid of
repercussions.

l_eading scientists will not come forward and admit that
fraud is a problem because they feel it is essential to protect
the image of science. They believe that if the possibility of
invalid studies was known, there would be less interest in
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funding research. Also those who have used fraud to get to the
top wil defend the purity of scientists because it would becor,’le

risky if fraud attracted too n’uch publicity. This deception is
easily perpetrated because scientists, like doctors in
n’alpractice suits, protect colleagues even when there is arrple
dar,ning evidece. AI iance has a higher value than r’orality, and
the hierarchical order is n’ore ir’portant than truth.

The con’ical side tc, the den’,ise of n’orality in science is
that a hidden "honor an,ong thieves" ,:,:,de exists. This cc,de .is
now evident i. research on supercc,nducting n’aterials that is
being revolutio-ized by a rew class of cc,rrpounds. These
substances super’conduct (zero, resistence) at n’uch higher
terr,p:eratures than were previously thought attainable.

The above refers tc, the publication of a study concerning
the discovery of one of these new supercc,nductors by F’aul Chu and
others. It n’ust be en’phasized that this is potential y a
highly cc,n’,n’,ercial product. Chu’s n’anuscript, of cc,urse
underwent "the infan’ous prc,cess c,f pee review. One thing that is
decided in peer review is whether a idea is worthy of theft.
Thus, there has been son,e speculation that Chu, i. his pre
publ icatic,n n’anuscript, purp,:,’.-’eful y r’i sl abel ed one of the
el en,ents to his unique corr,pound specifical y to protect his
discovery while applying for a patent. Chu n’,odeStly clairr,s that
it was a typographical error.

Now Chu is branded a liar by "the peer-review thieves who had
beer duped. Thieves dc, not like discc,vering that they spent
precious tin’,e stealing cc,sturre jewelry. I take r’,y hat off to Chu
who stung his col leagues with the pure reflection of their c,wn
n’or a i ty.

"Publish or perish" and the peer review systen’, operate
rr,uch like the social structure in Lc,rd c_,_f t Flies, el.evating
greed, sc,cial status, and conforr’ity as n’otivating fc,rces i.
publication. In this systen’, scientists are c.oer,:ed into running a
sordid treadr’ill where biological truth is weighed in positive
citations given tc, sei,:,r" scientists. Citation is considered so
inpc,rtant that it detern,ies who the leaders of science are as
wel as whc, wil ren’ai the leaders. Those with the rr,ost power
can der,and the n’,c,st citations; research funds are al lotted only
tc, subordinates who der’,onstrate a "flexibility" i c:ting leaders.
A con’,n’,on result of this syster, is that subordinate scientists
are -ot al l.owed to deterrr,ine what they will study c,r write.

In an article entitled "Bad, bad, bad, bad, citations," (New

Scientist, May I, 1986) Richard Wilson writes that citation
,:ounts are often used "as the single n,ost reliabl.e n’easure of the
excel ence c,r otherwise of scientifi,: c,utput. Wilson finds a
sinister el err,ent in this convention because citations fc0r
articles and proposals are ot selec’ted for their intrinsic r,’erit.

Today statistics are nearly an absc, ute requiren’,ent to
publish field biology researrh. For" statistics to be successful,
all bias r,ust be rer’oved fron’ experirrental design, yet t:his is
seldcm’ accon’,plished. The result is that statistics often rrlake
fraudulent research appear correct. .Statistics c, ff.er the
quintessential alibi for fraud; not only are the figures
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difficu;t to validate, they are the scapegoats when fraud is
discovered. Statistics ot o;y hide fraud, they increase the
incidence of fraud.

Aother rythoften referred to by do’iant scientists is
that the science c,zm’ruity operates o the "honor syster." What
does hc,orabe r,ean? Honor is part of the hur,’,a hierarchica
systerr,, a code of behavic,r that heips tc, organize society.
sciece, honor’s less-recognized but r’ajor functio is tc, keep
subordinates wc,rking at tir,e-consur,’,ig tasks while al Iowig
cheaters to advace tc, do,inant positions. If a researcher, c,ut
of a sese of honor, publicly reveals that another researcher has
bee cheatiig, the infc,rr,er is considered dishc,orable. If loss
of hoc,r i the eyes of one’s peers dc,es ot dissuade squealers,
beig "blacklisted" on the job rrarket does. Few waist a squealer
working with there,, especia ly if ur,’,erous for,s of cheating are
standard c,perating procedures. Horor and loyalty serve c,ly to
perpetuate a fraudulent-based science society.

In scie.ce, dor,inan is rc,u tiely cc,fused with

DEI"3’2E-2. The d,::,r,i.nai.’ce syser,.is the r,aj,::,r disease of
scierce because tnscholarly pec,ple.of:tet gain cottrc, c,f other
ittel ige.’t, prc, fessional scientists who-find the hi:erarchical
gar’e dist.asteful .Ofter dor’it.ant setior s:ietists O_(t of
great in-secu.rity, will use their power to try to divert
ittel ligert-:subOr.di-tat:es, oftet young scientists, itto tasks that
perpetuate the dc,rritatt researcher’s career. If these
subordinate s,zientis:ts refuse to c,perate as "slaves," fiai.cial
support eds. Most scientists fid therrselves i a social
atrc,sphere that is litt:le differett that slavery.

.Give: utcottest’ed: r-otopc, lies, utsupe:rvisedresearch, bias of
passioL, a loose r-abheratical -:frarework, -the freqLiet use of
statistic.s for ,:heati.ng, d.em,ire :to clir[b: the acader’ic ladder, the
institutiotal pressuret,::,-publishfrequently, a legacy of
cheatitg by "father" in the field of science, .a desir:-e to
t"cover biol ogic-l: laws with a r’i-tir’ur of effor’t, sir’ple access
to ideas Of peers thr:ough secret: peer-review, sirrpl access to
studetts’ :i.deas by professors, seic,r :zientists dcminating
sc:Lettists, a.Ld a pnd,:3ra’s box ful Of petty ways-:c,f cheatitg
I woul d rake a purel y speculative guess- that t:he -ur’ber of at
least partia-ll:y :f:raudulett-research papers in biolcgy is
higher thar fifty percent of those published a.rual l-y.

I fi.d i t:i-t,:redible that cientistS, a grc,up corr,pOs.ed
prirari y ,::,fS(bOrdinates, woul d subrit to a social symter that
gives ther ab:SOlutelytc, say over the structure c,f thei:r society.
The old-boys-deterine everything. They are the crown-weIrers
of a social syster that has drifted dc,w. utchanged thrc,ugh
forgotte cc,rridors of tinge tc, hautt life it our itcreasingly
corplex world. Science society, because it has direct
access to k.owledge of hur’ar behavior should be at the forefroLt
of perfectig a equable sc,cial syster. Inexplicably, hc,wever,
scietce society retains basic social problerrs that have beet
hatdeddow tO us fror, our ape heritage,’

One r,’,ight clair,’, that scienists are not interested in social
probier,’,s, inside c,r oUtside of science society ad that theyare
just concerlied with research Dor,’,inat scientists, however, are
particularly iterested in the outside world and its i ils.
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Examples are everywhere in ;iterature.
I cannot,resist bringing to you ideas on how sc,me economists

would try to improve the outside sc,ciety. It is my contention that
the same basic changes that James Buchanan, the Nobel Laureate
for Econc,mics of 1986, thinks must be done in governmental
ecc,nomics are also desperately needed within science society.
The first quote is quoted by Buchanan in his recent article
Science (12 June 1987, p. 1433).

"The science of public finance should always keep
political conditions clearly in mind. Instead of expecting
guidance from a doctrine of taxation that is based on the
political philosophy of by-gone ages..."

(Knut Wicksel I, 1896)

"The vision of politi,-s that informed the thinking of James
Madison was not dissimilar, i. its essentials, frc,m that which
inforrr,ed l<nut Wicksel l’s less cc,mprehensive, but more focused,
analysis of taxation and pending. Both rejected any organic
co;.ception of the state as superior in wisdom tc, the individuals
who are its members. Bc,th sought tc, bring al available
scientific analysis to bear in helping to resolve tl.e cc,ntinuing
question c,f social order, l...Iow can we live together, in peace,
prc,sperity, and harnony, while retaining our ibertiesas
autc,.onc,us i.dividuals who ca., and must, create our own values?"

(J.M. Bucharan, 1986)

[]n’ must wonder why i’t is that scientists on the ,:,re hand
ar:., quick to recomn’end imprc,vements to governments yet de, nothing
’to irrprove their own social enviroment. I seriously doubt that
dominate scientists would want subordinate scientists creating
their own values and exerrising their liberty.

I agree with the thinking of Madison, Wick’sell, and
Buchanan. It is time for scientists to retain their liberties,
and mc,th bal a social system that total ly excludes_ scientists
from part:Lcipating in and fc,rmulating ,’-rucial values of the
sc,cial and political environment within which they live.
:cientists need a social constitution and I can think of no
better time to, begin than .ow as we celebrate the bicentennial of
the American Constituti

In’teresti-gly, it is an’ong the yc,ung and subordinate
scientists that many major advances of cientific "thc,ught are
made. AI of humanity wc,uld benefit frnm a system "that helped
these scientists determin their ow scientific fu’ture.

Sincerel y,

P. This report has been peer reviewed and the reviewers for
obvious reasons must remain anorymous. I have appended a
shc,rt list of minor suggestions and inequities that need
correction. I leave the major cc,nsiderations t,:, those who are
more familiar with soi:ial dy.amics.
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APPEND I X

These are some of the problems that must be addressed in any
movement to reorganize the faltering scientific society.

1) First and foremost "publish or perish" must be abolished.
Significant research dc.,es not come from exhausted and biased
number shuffling. My view, and it is shared by a growing number
of bioIog>ists, is that the "pubIish or perish" game is responsibIe
for, dare I say it, 99. 9999 percent of the fraud.

2) End secret peer review (merit-review). Actua; ;y it wouId
even be better to end al peer review. Papers should be reviewed
by panels of paid experts who do not stand to benefit from the
pubIication process. According to, AIexander Kohn (p. 146) "c,ut
of a series of 1309 academic scientists in the exact sciences, 25
percent complained of having their ideas ’stoIen’ by others, or
at best, their ideas not having been acknowledged...It demands
great integrity [integrity that does not exist] on the part of
the reviewer not to make use c,f infc,rmatic,n gleaned frc,m a grant
appIication or from an as yet unpublished artic;e."

Given figures Iike these scientists are Iunatics if they
aI low peers to ook at their proposals and manuscripts. No
wonder scientists often seek rant suppc,rt for work that has
aIready been done. Peers wiII have a difficult time s’teaIing
ideas that are ready for pubIication and the funds that arrive
can be used for a secret studies. This is the way it shouId be.

As long as peer--review exists smart scientists wiII be
forced to devise deceitfuI methods of suckering their cheating
peers.

3) Grants shouId be awarded fc,r innovative ideas and
prc,ductive avenues of research, not for testing fad "theories
promuIgated by dominate researchers.

4) Fifty percent (actua; y a 75% wou;d be better) of aI; NSF
funds shouId be set aside for a raffIe. Minimal criteria wouId
guarantee that aII scientists couId get a ticket to the raff;e.
50% couId be awarded in the oId-fashion way.

5) The tax on research grants, caI ed overhead, must be
stopped.

The whole biological social system, an archaic hand-me-down
from the time when onIy the priviIeged cIass dabbIed in science,
is standing at the brink of change. An attractive new
democratic based andscape is on the other side of a chasm.
But sIow Darwinian change wiII not take us there, what is
needed is a "GouIdish;y" quick, evoIutionary leap.
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